Cell-to-cell heterogeneity prevails in many biological systems, although its origin and 15 function are often unclear. Hydrostatic pressure, alias turgor pressure, is an essential cellular 16 property in tissue physiology and morphogenesis, and its spatial variations are often 17 overlooked. Here, using atomic force microscopy, we demonstrate that hydrostatic pressure is 18 highly heterogeneous in the epidermis of Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem, and it 19 unexpectedly correlates either positively or negatively with cellular growth rate, depending on 20 growth conditions. Combining experimental arguments and computational modeling of cell 21 wall mechanics and osmosis within multicellular tissues, we show that pressure and growth 22 heterogeneities emerge jointly from cell size and topology. Our results suggest that growth 23 and pressure heterogeneities are intrinsic properties in compact tissues with inhomogeneous 24
Recent advances in atomic force microscopy (AFM) enabled non-invasive turgor pressure 48 measurement utilizing indentation force-displacement and surface topography in living plant 49 cells (Fig. 1A) (17) . Here, we took advantage of these advances and assessed the relation 50 between cell-specific turgor pressure and growth in the epidermis of the Arabidopsis thaliana 51 shoot apical meristem (SAM), a system that features substantial growth heterogeneity (1) . 52 inhibitor that induces pin-formed SAM and a microtubule-depolymerizing drug that blocks 54 cell division but permits continuous, isotropic growth, the often curved cell walls suggest that 55 neighboring cells have different turgor pressure (18). Cell-specific AFM measurements on 56 nine SAMs revealed that turgor pressure is markedly heterogeneous in oryzalin-treated SAM 57 epidermis (Fig. 1E) . Each SAM had a different average turgor pressure (Fig. S2 ), consistent 58 with previous report (19) . This however complicates the comparison of pressure heterogeneity 59 between SAMs. Thus, we normalized cellular turgor pressure to the average pressure per (Fig. 2A) . 75 The model is similar to the Lockhart-Ortega equation of visco-elasto-plastic growth of a 76 single cell (Fig. S1 ) (15), with the important difference that we consider a multicellular tissue 77 with more realistic 2D polygonal geometry. Cell wall growth is akin to visco-plastic flow 78 (irreversible deformation) and occurs when elastic strain (reversible deformation) induced by 79 turgor pressure is greater than a threshold ( Fig. 2A) ) ( Fig. 2B-G In SAM surface, cell neighbor number and size are coupled (Fig. S4) . Consistently, 93
cell-specific turgor pressure also anticorrelates with normalized cell area ( eight-neighbored cells (Fig. S4 ). This confirms that turgor pressure heterogeneity emerges 98 from tissue topology rather than cell size differences. Such phenomenon can be explained by 99 local topology, which determines the cell wall angles and the subsequent cell wall tension 100 distribution at each three-cell junction ( Fig. 2H-K ): in our model, due to wall rheology and 101 hydraulic limitations, elastic strain (relative deformation) and stress (tension) are capped 102 slightly above the growth threshold, and are almost homogeneous in the whole tissue. 103 Therefore, the sum of wall tension at each three-cell junction (vertex) depends only on the 104 angles between walls. The vertex between three hexagonal cells with 120° internal angles has 105 a sum of tension at 0 (Fig. 2H, I ). Fewer-neighbored cells have sharper internal angles, so the 106 sum of tension at vertex is greater towards the cell interior, effectively creating additional 107 inward compression and prompting higher turgor pressure buildup at equilibrium (Fig. 2J, K) . 108 Since topology is highly conserved between tissue contexts in many biological systems (24), 109 we propose that hydrostatic pressure heterogeneity is an innate characteristic of any compact 110 tissue with polygonal cells (25), which adjusts itself to reconcile local mechanical and 111 hydraulic conditions. 112
In SAM, cellular growth rate is known to be heterogeneous (1) . 121 This suggests that higher turgor pressure associates with either faster or slower growth 122 depending on conditions (Fig. S4 ). Although seemingly a small shift, this negative-to-positive 123 slope change of local growth heterogeneity captures a strong qualitative inversion of growth 124 behavior (Fig. 3D, J) , where relative cell size increases exponentially in opposite fashions 125 (Fig. S5) . 126 Next, we explored the potential origin of growth variability with our computational model. p < 10 -100 ) that recapitulates the untreated SAM (Fig. 3A-F) . We then attempted to mimic 131 oryzalin-treated SAM by blocking cell division in the model, but found it not sufficient to 132 invert the topology-growth trend (Fig. 4D-F) , indicating that additional parameter changes are 133 needed to recapitulate oryzalin-treated growth heterogeneity. 134 Our model predicts two antagonistic phenomena that impact growth: growth rate depends on 135 the access to water resource which flows across cell surface, so smaller cells benefit from a 136 higher surface-versus-volume ratio for relatively more water influx and volume increase; 137 meanwhile, the often-smaller fewer-neighbored cells are under extra mechanical compression 138 limitation is predominant in this condition, while oryzalin treatment elevates the relative 141 importance of the mechanical limitation. We explored the parameter space of the model, and 142 found that raising strain threshold or decreasing osmotic pressure can elevate the 143 predominance of mechanical constraint (Fig. 4G-L) , effectively switches the system from 144 cell-size-and-flux-controlling to topology-and-mechanic-controlling (Fig. S6) . 145 Interestingly, our models that exhibited untreated SAM growth trends have growth rate 146 correlated better with cell size than neighbor number (Fig. 4A-F) , while models recapitulating 147 oryzalin-treated growth trends correlated better with cell neighbor number than size (Fig.  148 4G-L). We tested this in experiments, focusing on the slope of growth rate against neighbor 149 number or cell size, and found that the level of growth heterogeneity in individual SAMs 150 correlates with average SAM growth rate (Fig. S6 ): topology-associated growth heterogeneity 151 is stronger in fast-growing oryzalin-treated SAMs (n = 14 SAMs, R = 0.63, p = 0.02 < 0.05), 152 while size-associated growth heterogeneity is stronger in slow-growing untreated SAMs (n = 153 11 SAMs, R = 0.68, p = 0.02 < 0.05) (Fig. S6) . No significant correlation of size-associated 154 growth heterogeneity was found in oryzalin-treated SAMs (R = 0.14, p = 0.53 > 0.05), neither 155 topology-associated correlation in untreated SAMs (R = 0.56, p = 0.07 > 0.05). This indicates 156 that growth heterogeneity is more sensitive to size-related properties in untreated SAMs, or to 157 topology-related properties in oryzalin-treated SAMs, as predicted by the model. Furthermore, 158 it shows that growth heterogeneity scales with global growth speed, where faster growth 159 enhances the cell size amplifying effect of oryzalin treatment, and reduces the cell size 160 homogenizing tendency in untreated scenario (Fig. S6 ). This suggests that faster tissue growth 161 favors enhanced cell size variability. 162 Together, we demonstrate that cellular hydrostatic pressure is innately heterogeneous in 163
Arabidopsis SAM epidermis, however it is not a proxy of local growth rate variability, as 164 previously believed. Instead, growth rate and turgor pressure are combinatorial outputs of 165 local mechanics and hydraulics, which in part emerge from local topology and cell size, 166 respectively. Each of these parameters may be controlled by genetic and biochemical inputs,7 and small changes in these biological inputs may potentially enable drastic shifts of cell size 168 distribution (Fig. S6) . A growth variability switch is observed for example during sepal 169 development, where smaller and often fewer-neighbored cells grow faster in young sepals 170 then slower in older sepals, effectively switching from homogenizing to amplifying cell size 
